Ghars Bilingual School Homework Packet- Grade 5

Sunday

English:

Monday

English:

Tuesday

Science:

Wednesday
Math:
Tests for the
week
Selection Test
Sunday, May 6th

Week #31
Date: May 6th-10th 2018

Girls: Type Biography text and bring it to school by May
13th.
Boys: Write about your favorite hobby. Use adjectives and
underline them.
Girls: Type Biography text and bring it to school by May
13th.
Boys: Write about how to stay healthy. Use adverbs and
underline them.

No Homework; Class Project

Study for Spelling Test on Thursday
Test on Monday, May 7th 2018: Lessons (11-1), (11-5), (116), (11-10), (11-11), (12-2)
Selection- Sunday
Math- Monday
Spelling- Thursday

STORY VOCABULARY: (pg. 340)
Accomplishments: things that have been done with knowledge, skill, or ability;
achievements
Focus: the central point of attraction, attention, or activity
Gravity: the natural force that causes objects to move or tend to move toward
the center of the Earth
Monitors: screens connected to a computer that show information and
instructions
Role: a part played by a person in real life; role model: person whose patterns
of behavior influence someone else’s actions and beliefs
Specific: definite; precise; particular

Ghars Bilingual School Homework Packet- Grade 5
GRAMMAR:
This, That, These, and Those (pg. 341)
This, That, These, and Those This, that, these, and those are demonstrative
pronouns. They demonstrate the position of an object. This and these refer to
things that are nearby. That and those refer to things that are at a distance.
These pronouns have singular and plural forms. This and that are used to
indicate single objects, and these and those indicate multiple objects.
Comparative, superlative adjectives (pg. 352)
A comparative adjective is used to compare two people, places, things, or
groups. Add –er to most adjectives to make them comparative. For example:
Ben is faster than Ellen. A superlative adjective is used to compare three or
more people, places, things, or groups. Add –est to most adjectives to make
them superlative. For example: Alice is the fastest sprinter on the team.
Remember that there is no need to combine the word more with comparative
or superlative adjectives in your writing.

Spelling Words
Thursday, May 10th

telephone, graphic, thermometer, photographer, centimeter,
paragraph, telescope, diameter, photocopy, telegraph, millimeter,
autograph, television

Notes:

Students should review and memorize the multiplication tables at home
daily.
Please make sure to send a written note to the Nurse, if you are sending
medicine to school with your child.

